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In partial fulfillment of the terms for obtaining the PhD degree, Tiantian Liu will give a lecture 
on the following subject: 
 

Spatial Queries for Indoor Location-based Services 
on Tuesday 26th of April 2022, 9:00. 

Abstract: 
People have many activities and spend a lot of time in indoor spaces such as airports, shopping 
malls, and office buildings. There is an increasing demand for indoor spatial queries which 
support indoor location-based services. To support the general indoor spatial queries, different 
techniques have been proposed. However, a comprehensive experimental study on these 
existing techniques is still missing and we have to further study different indoor spatial queries 
to facilitate people in different scenarios in reality.  
In this thesis, we focus on the following specific works. 1) Experimental study on existing 
proposals for indoor spatial queries. 2) Indoor Keyword-aware Routing Query. 3) Indoor 
Temporal-variation aware Routing Query. 4) Indoor Crowd-aware Routing Query. 
First, we survey five existing models/indexes for indoor spatial queries. We do a 
comprehensive comparison for their structure, corresponding algorithm characteristics, and 
their space and complexities. To evaluate the performance of these techniques, we design an 
in-depth benchmark including tasks and performance metrics. We conduct extensive 
experiments on both real and synthetic datasets. From the results, we analyze the pros and cons 
of different techniques. 
Second, we study an indoor keyword-aware routing query that considers the textual 
information. Given two indoor points s and t, an Indoor top-k Keyword-aware Routing Query 
(IKRQ) returns k s-to-t routes that do not exceed a given distance constraint but have optimal 
ranking scores integrating keyword relevance and spatial distance. We design a fundamental 
model to organize textual information and spatial information. We propose a method to 
calculate the ranking score which integrates keyword relevance and indoor spatial distance. We 
design two algorithms with several pruning rules to process IKRQ. We conduct extensive 
experiments on synthetic and real data. The results show our proposals are efficient.  
Third, we study an indoor temporal-variation aware routing query that takes into account 
temporal variations, e.g., the open and close times associated with entities like doors and rooms. 
Given two indoor static points ps and pt, and a current timestamp t, an Indoor Temporal-
variation aware Shortest Path Query (ITSPQ) returns the valid shortest path from ps to pt based 
on the up-to-date indoor topology at the query time t. To answer an ITSPQ, we design the 
Indoor Temporal-variation Graph (IT-Graph) to organize indoor spatial information with 
temporal variations. Two corresponding algorithms are proposed to process the query. The 
main difference between the two algorithms is that one checks a door's accessibility 
synchronously while the other one check that asynchronously. To speed up query processing, 
we propose the Indoor Temporal-variation Index (IT-Index) which maintains dynamic door-
to-door distances. To evaluate the proposed techniques, we conduct extensive experiments. 
The result demonstrates our IT-Index based method is the most efficient. 
Finally, we study two indoor crowd-aware routing queries that consider the influence of indoor 
crowd when finding a route. Give two indoor points ps and pt, and a timestamp t, an Indoor 
Crowd-Aware Fastest Path Query (FPQ) returns the fastest path considering the influence of 

 
 



crowds, whereas an Indoor Least Crowded Path Query (LCPQ) returns a path encountering the 
least objects en route. We propose a unified framework that consists of three main components 
including an indoor crowd model, a time-evolving population estimator, and two exact and two 
approximate algorithms to process each type of query. Extensive experiments are conducted, 
and the results show the efficiency and scalability of the proposed framework and algorithms. 
Members of the assessment committee are Associate Professor Simonas Saltenis  (Chairman), 
Aalborg University, Denmark, Professor Christophe Claramunt, Naval Academy Research 
Institute, France, and Professor Lars Kulik, University of Melbourne, Australia. Professor Hua 
Lu is Tiantian’s supervisor. The moderator is Professor Christian S. Jensen. 
  
All interested parties are welcome. After the defence the department will be hosting a small 
reception in cluster 3. 
 


